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Abstract
Due to quantum dot’s ability to emit photons when subjected to light of
sufficient energy, they have become optimal candidates for biomedical research and
for optoelectronic applications. Fascination towards quantum dots arises from the
fact that their properties are easily fine-tuned through a variety of different
techniques. Electronic doping is a popular technique used to control the properties of
quantum dots through the addition of different elements.
Via density functional theory calculations, this work investigated how the
structural energies and HOMO-LUMO gaps were altered by the addition of impurity
atoms. First, interstitial and substitutional doping styles were investigated at 0 K for
a CdSe quantum dot that contained a single Ag+ impurity ion, and it was concluded
that the interstitial doping style was more structurally favourable than
substitutional doping. In addition, different dopant locations were analyzed and it
was determined that interstitially doped structures with Ag+ ions in surface site
locations were approximately 1 eV more structurally favourable than structures with
dopant ions placed midway in the structure and at the core.
To maintain charge neutrality after the addition of a Ag+ ion, a Cl- ion was
added to the surface and it was determined that the closer the two atoms were on the
surface the more structurally stable the quantum dot was at 0 K. Also, the HOMOLUMO gaps for those structures were larger by approximately 0.5 eV compared to
the structures where the two atoms were placed farthest apart on the surface.
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At a finite temperature value of 333 K, there were no trends visible between
the HOMO-LUMO gaps, structural energies, and the distance between the 2 atoms.
It was however concluded that all doped structures were more energetically
favourable than their undoped counterpart at both temperature values of 0 and 333
K.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Semiconductors
Bulk semiconductors are universally defined as an intermediate conductivity
material between metals and insulators1, and are credited as being one of the most
resourceful classes of materials known to the scientific community.2 Aside from a few
exceptions, semimetals and metals are zero energy gap materials while insulators
contain an energy gap greater than 3 eV.2 Figure 1.1 illustrates the absence of energy
gaps in metals and the presence of energy gaps in semiconducting and insulating
materials. The energy gap in a semiconductor can be described as the minimum
amount of energy an electron requires in order to be promoted from its bound state
in the valence band to a free state in the conduction band.3,4

Figure 1.1: Electronic band structure diagrams of insulators, semiconductors, and metals. 5
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1.1.1 Nanoscale Semiconductors
Ever since technology was integrated into everyday life, the investigation of
both semiconductors and structures that exist on the nanoscale have been at the
forefront of materials research.6-9 Nanostructures are structures that have at least
one of their dimensions fall between the range of 1 and 100 nm,10 and have gained
widespread interest due to their novel characteristics and properties.11 Based on
morphology, nanostructures can be divided into 3 different classifications: 0dimensional (if they resemble spheres), 1-dimensional (if they are elongated like a
rod or wire), and 2-dimensional (if they are planar like a sheet of paper).10 Leading
with the catch-phrase “smaller means greater”, nanoscale semiconducting materials
have been integrated into many electronic devices ultimately producing a quicker
device turn-on time, a lessened power consumption, a decrease in consumer cost, and
of course as their name suggests, a decrease in device size.10

1.1.2 Quantum Dots
In the early 1980’s, thorough experimentation lead to the remarkable discovery
of semiconducting nanoscaled particles, coined as quantum dots (QD).12 Still today,
fascination arises from the QD’s ability to emit photons of various wavelengths when
subjected to light of sufficient energy, and that the colour of the light released under
excitation is a direct consequence of the confinement of the QD’s electrons.13-18 When
a photon of sufficient energy is absorbed by the QD, an electron is promoted to a
higher energy level and an exciton is formed. An exciton is the bound state of the
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electron and its hole which are attracted to each other by the electrostatic Coulomb
force. The electron is negative and the hole is positive, but together they are
electrically neutral. The excitons of a QD are confined in all three spatial dimensions;
the wave functions of the electrons are restricted by the volume of the QD, and it is
the recombination of the electron-hole pair that is responsible for the coloured
emission.19 After many detailed investigations it was concluded that the size of the
energy gaps were inversely proportional to the size of the QD, meaning that larger
QD’s will emit lower energy light, and smaller QD’s of the same material will emit
higher energy light.19 This phenomenon is known as the quantum confinement
effect20-22 and is outlined in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the quantum confinement effect, outlining the controllable
emission of light from various sized quantum dots.20
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From an application point of view, QD’s are extremely desirable since their
energy gap can be fine-tuned by size alteration to achieve a selective absorption.23 An
easier method compared to composition variation, it involves monitoring the size of
the nanocrystals during chemical processing24 and can result in an energy gap that
has been tailored several fold.25 Some heavily studied inorganic QD’s include ZnS,
PbS, CdS, CdTe, and CdSe which are utilized in a wide range of applications from
photovoltaics14,15,26, biosensing and medicine27, to light-emitting devices.28,29
In order to achieve a higher degree of stability, a technique called surface
passivation is frequently employed by coating the core of the QD with larger energy
gap inorganic semiconductors30-33 and by adding a layer of stabilizing ligands to the
surface.34 Figure 1.3 demonstrates how the shell encompasses the entire core while
the ligands bound to the shell protrude outwards. Without surface passivation, the
QD’s fluorescing abilities are known to quickly decay under powerful laser
illumination35,36 until reaching an everlasting dark state.37

Figure 1.3: Diagram of the core/shell model with a cross-sectional view displaying each portion of the
QD.38
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1.1.3 Electronic Impurity Doping
Through the intentional addition of impurity atoms, tight control over
magnetic, optical, and electronic properties of quantum dots can be achieved.39,40
Compared to their undoped counterpart, doped QD’s experience a decrease in selfquenching, reabsorption from the enlarged Stokes shift, and are much less sensitive
to chemical, thermal, and photochemical disturbances.41,42 Introduction of an
impurity through a process known as electronic impurity doping will provide the QD
with either extra holes or extra electrons.43 Extra holes are created when the impurity
atom contains less valence electrons than the atom it is replacing. Extra electrons are
present when the impurity atom has more valence electrons, and therefore when
ionized by thermal energy it will donate electrons to the QD. 44 These added holes or
electrons become readily available as carriers of electrical current and therefore are
beneficial for enhancing conduction.43,44 To maintain charge neutrality after the
addition of the positive holes or negative electrons, appropriately charged ligands can
be added to the QD surface.
Despite the fact that the addition of carriers to QD’s via methods (remote
doping

via

binding

ligands,45-47

electrochemical

doping,46,47

and

thermal

treatments48,49) have been successful, studies involving electronic impurity doping
are often restricted due to the synthetic challenge of integrating an impurity atom
into a nanosized object.44 Additional complications may arise after the introduction
of only a few impurity atoms to a nanocrystal that may contain hundreds of atoms.
As a result of the minute size of the nanocrystal, a process known as “self-
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purification” may occur which is the expulsion of the impurity atoms to the surface
which could compromise the entire structure of the nanocrystal.51-54 In the past, the
introduction of the impurity atoms at specific stages in the nanocrystal’s growth has
proven to be an effective approach in controlling where the impurity atoms reside
within the structure.55

1.1.3.1 Silver Impurities
Silver (Ag) as an impurity atom in bulk II-VI semiconductors is known to
participate in either p-type doping and adopt a substitutional site,56-58 or n-type
doping and inhabit an interstitial site within the semiconductor.57,58 A II-VI
semiconductor is a binary compound comprised of a metal from group 2 or 12 of the
periodic table of elements and a non-metal from group 16 (previously known as group
6). Recent efforts by Banin et al. were successful in incorporating Ag impurities into
InAs nanocrystals as shifts in the valence and conduction bands were detected via
scanning tunnelling microscopy.59 Their research primarily focused on the heavily
doped limit as tens to hundreds of Ag+ ions were incorporated into each of their InAs
nanocrystals, and it was proposed that there was a direct substitution of In3+ with a
Ag+ ion. The decrease in valence electrons resulting from the replacement of In3+ with
Ag+ causes an electron deficiency in the bonding orbitals which is characteristic of ptype doping.59 Another research project was conducted by Norris et al. on the effects
of adding Ag+ ions to a PbSe lattice.60 It was initially hypothesized that since Ag+ had
only one valence electron it would act as an electron acceptor if substituted in for Pb2+
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in the lattice. With the substitution of Pb2+ for Ag+, the deficiency of electrons would
create a hole and ultimately lower the Fermi level of the system. The Fermi level can
be thought of as a hypothetical energy level that is located at the midway point
between the valence and conduction band in an undoped semiconductor. It is the
highest point at which electron energy levels can exist at zero kelvin. If holes are
added to a system the Fermi level will drop since the probability of finding a hole near
the valence band is higher than the probability of finding an electron near the
conduction band. The opposite trend is observed when electrons are added to the
system and therefore by monitoring changes in the Fermi level with a voltmeter it
can be deduced which type of doping style is occurring within the system. Unable at
that time to create conditions that would allow for low doping levels, Norris et al. like
Banin et al. observed the effects of adding tens of Ag+ ions to the PbSe lattice. After
careful examination of the mobility pre-exponential factor, the threshold voltage, and
the activation energy for electron transport, it was successfully concluded that the
Ag+ ions were operating as electronically active impurities that were lowering the
Fermi level, thus adopting the p-type doping style.60 Norris et al. also conducted a
similar study on CdSe QD’s, however the basis of the experiment was to investigate
the effects of lightly doping with Ag+ ions.43 It was concluded from their optical and
electrical data that Ag+ ions were in fact behaving as an electronically active
impurity. However, it was surprising that the addition of just a few Ag+ ions per
nanocrystal caused the largest enhancement in fluorescence.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Room temperature fluorescence spectra of a 3.1nm-diameter CdSe QD containing no
Ag+ (black), 1.6 Ag+/QD (red), 4.1 Ag+/QD (blue), and 12.2 Ag+/QD (green). The band gap fluorescence
peak intensity near 560 nm plotted as a function of the number of Ag+ ions per quantum dot. 43

Figure 1.4(a) and (b) illustrates that the fluorescence intensity of a 3.1 nm-diameter
CdSe QD increased upon the addition of Ag+ ions, with the maximum intensity
occurring at approximately 2 Ag+/QD. As the concentration of Ag+ ions was increased,
the fluorescence intensity decreased from this maximum. An additional 9 CdSe QD’s
with varying diameters were also doped and displayed the same trend of a decrease
in intensity from the maximum upon increase in Ag+ concentration. It was also noted
that there was a spike in the quantum yield from 14% to 27% after the addition of
approximately 2 Ag+ ions; a dramatic increase that makes the doped CdSe QD’s
comparable to that of CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals.61,62
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1.2 Computational Experimentation
Computational chemistry is a subdivision of chemistry that utilizes computers
to determine atomic and molecular structures and properties. Computational
chemists have the ability to solve many-body problems through the use of
mathematical algorithms, statistics, and large databases of information and can
ultimately bridge the gap between theory and experimental observations. The
methods used to solve such problems can be employed for both static and dynamic
situations. Popular methods used for electronic structure calculations are Density
Functional Theory (DFT), and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD).

1.2.1 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory is a computational quantum mechanical modelling
method and is the backbone of electronic structure calculations.63,64 Used primarily
for the modelling and simulation of chemical many-body systems,65 DFT solves the
Schrӧdinger equation for an interacting system by mapping it exactly to a much
simpler non-interacting system. The DFT foundation rests on two essential
mathematical theorems formulated by Hohenberg and Kohn and a select set of
equations designed by Kohn and Sham.

1.2.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
In 1964, Pierre C. Hohenberg and Walter Kohn introduced the two
fundamental theorems widely known as the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.66,67 The first
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theorem states that “the external potential, and hence the ground-state energy from
Schrӧdinger’s equation is a unique functional of the electron density”.68 Putting it
simply, a functional is a function of another function and this theorem is stating that
the ground-state wave function is mapped to the ground-state electron density in a
1:1 ratio. The second theorem provides insight on the functional itself and states that
“the electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true
electron density corresponding to the full solution of the Schrӧdinger equation”.68

1.2.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equations
As for the select set of equations, Walter Kohn and Lu Jeu Sham invented a
set of non-interacting electrons which have the same density as those in the
interacting problem. The Kohn-Sham (KS) equations are outlined below68,69,70:
1

{- ∇2 + ѵKS(r)} ψi(r)= ԑiψi(r)
2

(Eqn. 1.1)

In reference to the non-interacting Schrӧdinger equation (Eqn. 1.1), the KS potential
(ѵKS) on the left hand side of the equation can be broken down into 3 separate
components: ѵn, ѵH, and ѵXC. ѵn defines the potential involved with the interaction
between an electron and the collection of atomic nuclei. vH is termed as the Hartree
potential and can be mathematically expressed as68,69,70:
𝑛(𝑟 ′ )

ѵH(r) = ∫|𝑟−𝑟 ′ |d3r’

(Eqn. 1.2)

The Hartree potential represents the Coulomb repulsion between the electron chosen
in the KS equations and the total electron density from all the electrons within the
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system. The final potential component is the functional derivative of the exchangecorrelation energy68,69,70:
𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐

ѵXC(r) = ∫𝛿𝑛(𝑟)

(Eqn. 1.3)

In summary, solving the KS equations can be thought of as a never ending
cycle in the sense that in order to obtain your solution you need to define the Hartree
potential, but to define the Hartree potential you need to know the electron density.
To obtain the electron density you must know the single electron wave functions
which must be solved using the KS equations. This cycle was broken through the
creation of a set of rules for such “never-ending” calculations. Ideally created for a
computer, the algorithm used to solve this cycle is known as the self-consistent field
theory.

1.2.2 Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics Approach
An extension of DFT, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) is a computational
tool that provides insight on classical many-body problems.71 This finite-temperature
simulation method allows users to follow the trajectories of moving atoms68 and
accurately calculate equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties.72 By applying an
approximation formulated by Born and Oppenheimer, these types of calculations
have been simplified which allows for completion in a timely manner.
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1.2.2.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
In 1927, Max Born and J. Robert Oppenheimer proposed the assumption that
since the electrons of a molecule were moving so quickly compared to the nuclei that
their motions could be separated and the nuclei viewed as clamped centers.66,73 With
the wavefunction separated into two components, the kinetic energy term associated
with the nuclei can ultimately be neglected. Since the number of degrees of freedom
of the system has now been reduced, the electronic wavefunctions and energies can
be calculated. It is important to note that although the kinetic energy term associated
with the nuclei has been disregarded based on them being labelled as stationary, the
positions of the nuclei are an important factor in determining the electronic
wavefunctions and energies.

1.2.2.2 Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics Method
Utilizing the approximation outlined above, Born-Oppenheimer molecular
dynamics (BOMD) calculates the potential energy of the system “on the fly” if the
potential energy of the atoms are known as a function of the atomic coordinates. This
concept can be mathematically expressed by defining a quantity called the
Lagrangian, L, in terms of the kinetic, K, and potential, U, energies:68
1

2
L = K – U = ∑3𝑁
𝑖+1 𝑚ivi – U[φ(r1,….,r3N)]

2

(Eqn. 4)

where N is the number of atoms, mi and vi are the mass and velocity of the atom
associated with the ith coordinate, r represents the configuration of the atoms at any
moment in time, and φ(r1,….,r3N) is the full set of the Kohn-Sham one-electron wave
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functions for the electronic ground state of the system. In brief, the ground state
energy of the system is calculated first, followed by the slight movement of all nuclei,
followed by the calculation of the new ground state energy, followed by the slight
movement of all nuclei again, and so on. In BOMD, each movement of the nuclei is
considered one time step, and the size of the step depends on the time it takes for the
smallest vibration within the molecular system to occur. To monitor the trajectories
of atoms accurately, numerous time steps must be taken to visualize a single
vibration. In general, the nuclei are moved in steps that are roughly no bigger than
10 fs, meaning that in order to view a system for even a single nanosecond 100 000
steps will be required.

1.3 Limitations of DFT
DFT is often the method of choice for modelling reaction paths,74 catalytic
reaction mechanisms,75 and properties of atoms, molecules, and solids.76 Although a
great choice for high electron count systems due to its low computational cost, DFT
is still prone to extensive failures that ultimately produce qualitative errors in the
predicted properties. After careful examination, several failures have been exposed
as violations of conditions of the functional used within the method.77
Since semiconductors are a leading material in the field of nanotechnology,
accurate predictions of their energy gaps are imperative. While it has been possible
for DFT to provide information on energy gaps as far back at the 1980’s,78-80 the issue
of underestimating the value of the energy gap still remains problematic.81 Other
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parameters that are underestimated are the barriers of chemical reactions, charge
transfer excitation energies, and the energies of dissociating molecular ions.81
Another downfall of DFT is the description of van der Waals interactions.82,83
A fundamental force for many molecular processes, London dispersion forces are the
attractive interaction between self-induced instantaneous dipole moments of ground
state electron distributions.84,85 There are density functionals that exist which fail to
accurately describe leading dispersion interactions84 which are an important
component in the qualitative and quantitative behaviours of a system.86
Although there are well-known issues within the DFT method, it is still an
extremely desirable computational quantum mechanical modelling method for
electronic structure calculations. Even though DFT underestimates important values
such as the energy gap of semiconductors, the method can still be used to successfully
compare and/or rank the underestimated values to draw useful conclusions in
research.

1.4 Self-Consistent Field Theory
DFT utilizes a specific algorithm termed the self-consistent field theory which
was designed to break the never ending cycle of solving for the ground-state electron
density.
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Figure 1.5: Basic algorithm for the self-consistent field theory87

Figure 1.5 above outlines the basic steps of the algorithm. An initial trial
electron density must be defined and by using this trial electron density, the KS
equations can be solved to obtain the single electron wave functions. Start by
calculating the electron density defined by the KS single electron wave functions
obtained from the previous step. Next, compare this electron density with the initial
electron density used to solve the KS equations. These steps are repeated until the
changes between the calculated electron density and the initial electron density are
smaller than a specified threshold. When the two densities are considered the same,
then this value represents the ground-state electron density which can be used to
calculate the total energy.68
15

Chapter 2: Computational Modelling of the CdSe Crystal Lattice
CdSe QD’s are noted as one of the most extensively investigated II-VI
semiconducting nanoparticles.88 They have become popular candidates used for
biomedical applications such as photo-thermal cancer therapy89-91 and biomedical
imaging,92 as well as for optoelectronic applications ranging from solar energy
conversion products93 to light emitting diodes.94

2.1 Research Objectives
The main objective of this chapter is to establish a computational model for a
CdSe QD that accurately represents CdSe QD’s that are obtainable via experimental
synthesis methods. Having a model that is representative of synthetic QD’s will allow
for a direct comparison of the computational results obtained in this thesis to
previously published experimental research studies. A secondary objective is to use
the established CdSe model to investigate what the impact is of adding a single silver
cation, Ag+, to the CdSe lattice on the overall structural energy of the QD as well as
the HOMO-LUMO gap. In order to investigate both doping styles, an Ag+ ion will be
placed separately within the interstitial spaces of the lattice as well as substituted
into the position of a Cd atom.
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2.2 Computational Method
ChemCraft is a quantum chemistry visualization software package that was
used for displaying 3-dimensional images of the CdSe QD as well as all the atomic
coordinates associated with the structure. This commercial software allows for the
modification of molecular geometry at the hands of the user and offers a variety of
customizable features.
DFT was the modelling method used for all electronic structure calculations.
Specifically, the Gaussian and Plane Waves (GPW) method was employed which
solves numerically the self-consistent Kohn-Sham equations and is best suited for
large, dense systems like solids and liquids. The electrons around each nuclei were
described using Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials, the exchangecorrelation functional applied was PBE, and the basis set used was DZVP-MOLOPT.
DZVP stands for “double-zeta valence polarized” which signifies that there are 2
contracted Slater functions per orbital plus one set of polarization functions, and
MOLOPT basis sets are optimized from molecular calculations. All simulations in
this chapter were performed at 0 K. Finite temperature calculations will be presented
in future chapters.
All calculations were completed through the quantum chemistry software
package, CP2K. This freely available software package performs simulations of
molecular systems and provided data on structural energies and HOMO-LUMO gaps
for the CdSe QD. CP2K was accessed through SciNet, one of the largest
computational resource centers in Canada.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 CdSe Quantum Dot Geometry
The CdSe QD can present itself in 3 different forms: halite, sphalerite, and
wurtzite. Both halite and sphalerite are classified under the cubic crystal system as
each of their two atom types form a separate face-centered cubic lattice. The
sphalerite form is known to be unstable and will readily convert into the wurtzite
structure via the addition of heat, and the halite form is known to exist only under
extreme pressure. The wurtzite crystal lattice is the most commonly observed form
for CdSe QD’s and falls within the hexagonal crystal system.
The CdSe QD structure chosen for this research project is in wurtzite form and
consists of 59 cadmium atoms (red) and 50 selenium atoms (blue), as shown in
Scheme 2.1. It has a diameter of approximately 1.8 nm, the Cd-Se bond lengths vary
between 2.5 Å and 2.8 Å, and the overall charge is +18.

Scheme 2.1: CdSe crystal lattice in wurtzite form consisting of 109 atoms; 59 cadmium (red) and 50
selenium (blue).
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2.3.2 Surface Passivation
QD’s are known for their minute size and for having an enormous surface-tovolume ratio. They are often capped with surface agents known as ligands which are
well known for their crucial part in QD synthesis as they aid in controlling nucleation
and growth rate, shape, and size.95-100 Aside from their role in the synthesis process,
surface ligands have also been known to increase luminescence properties as well as
the electrical conductivity of CdSe QD’s.101-103 Common surface ligands known to
enhance properties of CdSe QD’s are: alkylamine, trioctylphosphine (TOP),
triooctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), and triphenylphospine (TPP).101,104

Figure 2.1: A CdSe core encompassed in a ZnS shell capped with triooctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)
ligands.105

As stated in the previous section, the charge of the bare QD was reported at
+18, a result of the fact that there are 9 more cadmium atoms present than selenium
atoms. Aside from their property enhancing abilities, ligands were added to the
surface of the CdSe QD in order to gain charge neutrality. The decision of which
ligand to add was largely influenced by computational cost since the addition of
electrons to the system will increase the run time. To put this into perspective,
doubling the amount of electrons in the system will increase the run time by a factor
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of 8. As shown in Figure 2.1, TOPO is a well-known ligand however is extremely
large and complex; adding numerous ligands of this size would make the structure
too computationally expensive. In attempts to keep things realistic but on a smaller
scale, the acetate ion (C2H3O2-) was chosen and 18 ligands were bound to the surface
via cadmium atoms as shown in Scheme 2.2.

Scheme 2.2 Cd59Se50 QD capped with 18 acetate ligands.

This new structure now has an overall charge of 0, consists of 235 atoms, and has
an approximate diameter of 2.4 nm.
The first calculations performed were to obtain the structural energy values of
the Cd59Se50+18 and Cd59Se50Ac18 QD’s in order to gage the effects of adding ligands to
the surface. It was expected that the Cd59Se50Ac18 QD would have a lower structural
energy value as ligands are known to increase the overall stability. Table 2.1 in
Appendix A contains the structural energy values for the bare and capped QD’s. The
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value corresponding to the bare QD is the summation of the energy value for the
Cd59Se50+18 structure and the energy value for 18 acetate ions. The energy value for
the capped QD was determined to be roughly 300 eV more negative than the bare QD
which coincides with previous expectations that it is favourable for the QD to be
capped with ligands.

2.3.3 Interstitial Doping
The cavities that make up the Cd59Se50Ac18 QD are hexagonal in shape with a
width of just under 5 Å. Since the atomic diameter of Ag+ is 2.58 Å, it is physically
possible for Ag+ ions to make their way into the spaces of the lattice. To begin analysis
on interstitial doping, Ag+ was placed separately in 3 different locations in the
Cd59Se50Ac18 structure: on the surface, midway into the lattice, and at the core (see
Appendix A, Schemes 2.3-2.5). The addition of the Ag+ ion caused a charge imbalance,
therefore a chlorine atom was added to the surface of the Cd59Se50Ac18 QD. Chlorine
was chosen since it is often used as a ligand in QD synthesis and AgCl is both
experimentally and computationally inexpensive. The balanced chemical reaction is
as follows:
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl

(Eqn. 2.1)

Based on published results by Norris et al. it was expected that the three doped
structures be more stable than the undoped counterpart regardless of where the Ag+
ion was located within the lattice. It was also anticipated that the structure with Ag+
on the surface be more energetically favourable than the other two locations based on
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a process known as “self-purification”, where the impurity atoms are expelled to the
surface.
As shown in Figure 2.2 below, all three doped structures are in fact more
energetically favourable than the undoped counterpart by more than 1 eV (see
Appendix A, Table 2.2). The energy value corresponding to the undoped structure is
the summation of the energy value for the Cd59Se50Ac18 structure and the energy
value for AgCl. Also as expected, the structure with the Ag+ surface site location is
approximately 1 eV more negative than the other two doped structures.
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Structural Energy Comparison of Interstitially Ag+ Doped
and Undoped Structures
UnDoped Structure
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Ag-Doped Structures
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Figure 2.2: Structural energy values (eV) at 0 K for Cd59Se50Ac18 QD () and three Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
QD’s (▲), where the Ag+ ion was placed on the surface, midway into the lattice, and at the core.

Before analysis of the HOMO-LUMO gaps was completed, it was expected that
there would be a noticeable shift in the gap values when comparing the three doped
structures to the undoped QD as it is known that doping alters luminescence
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properties.43 It was also predicted that since the doped QD with the Ag+ surface site
had the most negative structural energy value, its HOMO-LUMO gap would be
slightly larger in size compared to the other two doped structures.106 The same
rationalization was applied to the doped QD with the Ag+ ion located midway in the
lattice; having the most positive structural energy value of the doped structures
should result in the smallest HOMO-LUMO gap. Figure 2.3 contains the HOMOLUMO gap data which coincides with former expectations that a slight shift in values
be observed. Comparing the undoped structure to the three doped structures, there
is a decrease in gap value by 0.2-0.6 eV upon doping. Comparing only doped
structures, it was also noted that the doped QD with the Ag+ surface site does in fact
have a slightly larger HOMO-LUMO gap, and the doped QD with the Ag+ midway
site has the smallest (see Appendix A, Table 2.3).

1.9

HOMO-LUMO Gap Comparison of Interstitially Ag+ Doped
and Undoped Structures
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Figure 2.3: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 0 K for Cd59Se50Ac18 QD () and three Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
QD’s (▲), where the Ag+ ion was placed on the surface, midway into the lattice, and at the core.
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2.3.4 Substitutional Doping
Previous experimental studies were successful in incorporating Ag atoms into
semiconducting nanocrystalline lattices via substitution of core atoms for Ag ones.59,60
For this computational study, six CdSe doped structures were created: two with the
Ag+ ion substituted at the core, one with the Ag+ ion substituted midway in the lattice,
and three with the Ag+ ion substituted at the surface (see Appendix A, Schemes 2.62.8). The substitution of Cd2+ for Ag+ created a charge imbalance, so in order to
maintain charge neutrality a single acetate ligand was removed from the surface. The
balanced chemical reaction is as follows:
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd58AgSe50Ac17 + Cd2+ + Ac- + Cl-

(Eqn. 2.2)

Recent publications have noted that heavily doping inorganic semiconducting
nanocrystals with Ag+ ions causes a decrease in the Fermi level of the system which
is characteristic of substitutional doping. Since this computational study is focusing
on doping with only a single Ag+ ion, it was expected that the six substitutionally
doped Cd58AgSe50Ac17 QD’s have structural energy values less negative than their
undoped counterpart. Figure 2.4 contains the structural energy trend for
substitutional doping and supports the claims made in the literature that lightly
doping via a substitutional process is not favourable as all six lightly doped structures
are less energetically favourable than their undoped counterpart (see Appendix A,
Table 2.4). The energy value corresponding to the undoped structure is the
summation of the energy value for the Cd59Se50Ac18 structure and the energy value
for AgCl. The energy values corresponding to the six doped structures are the
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summation of the energy values for Cd58AgSe50Ac17, Cd2+, Ac-, and Cl-. When
comparing the six doped structures, two out of the three structures with the Ag+
substitution site on the surface were the most energetically favourable and it should
be noted that this same trend was observed for the interstitial doping case.
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Structural Energy Comparison of Substitutionally Doped
and Undoped Structures
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Figure 2.4: Structural energy values (eV) at 0 K for Cd59Se50Ac18 QD () and six Cd58AgSe50Ac17 QD’s
(▲), where the Ag+ ion was substituted in on the surface, midway into the lattice, and at the core.

As stated in section 2.3.3, a shift in HOMO-LUMO gap values is to be expected
for structures that have undergone impurity doping. Figure 2.5 contains the HOMOLUMO gap data and like the interstitial doping case presented previously, there is a
shift in values upon doping. When comparing the six doped structures to the undoped
structure, there is a decrease in gap value by 0.004-0.7 eV (see Appendix A, Table
2.5). Out of the six doped structures, the surface site structure with the most negative
structural energy value has the highest HOMO-LUMO gap value, and the midway
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surface site structure with the least negative structural energy value has to smallest
gap value. This same trend was observed in the interstitial doping case.

HOMO-LUMO Gap Comparison of Substitutionally Doped
and Undoped Structures
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Figure 2.5: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 0 K for Cd59Se50Ac18 QD () and six Cd58AgSe50Ac17 QD’s
(▲), where the Ag+ ion was placed on the surface, midway into the lattice, and at the core.

2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the main objectives of this chapter were successfully met as a
computational model for a realistic CdSe QD was constructed and interstitial and
substitutional impurity doping was investigated. The size of the QD is on the lower
end compared to the CdSe QD’s synthesized by Norris et al., however, the bond
lengths between cadmium and selenium for the computational QD are around 2.6 Å
which is in agreement with literature claims for experimentally synthesized CdSe
QD’s in wurtzite form.107 The QD consists of 59 cadmium atoms and 50 selenium
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atoms with 18 acetate ligands protruding from the surface. With a diameter of 2.4
nm and an overall neutral charge, this fabricated QD is considered a stable structure.
Using the structural energy values presented in this chapter for both doping cases,
formation energies were calculated based on Eqn. 2.1 and Eqn. 2.2 (see Appendix A,
Table 2.6 and Figure 2.6). All the formation energies for the six substitutional cases
are positive and therefore unfavourable, and all the formation energies for the three
interstitial cases are negative and therefore favourable. Moving forward, only
interstitially doped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD’s will be investigated with an Ag+ ion located
solely in surface sites.
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Chapter 3: Influence of Ag-Cl Distance on the Doped CdSe Quantum Dot
3.1 Research Objectives
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate if the distance between the
Ag+ and Cl- ions influences structural energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap of the
Cd59Se50Ac18 QD. As concluded in the previous chapter, only surface sites will be
utilized when constructing the doped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD’s and locations will be chosen
at random. Although the surface of the undoped QD is already covered with 18 acetate
ligands, there is still ample space to add the two ions and create an overall picture
which includes a variety of Ag-Cl distances.

3.2 Computational Method
ChemCraft was used for displaying 3-dimensional images of the CdSe QD as
well as all the atomic coordinates associated with the structure. By knowing the
atomic coordinates, ChemCraft is also able to produce the exact distances in units of
angstroms between any atoms chosen by the user.
All electronic structure calculations were performed at 0 K and were completed
through the quantum chemistry software package, CP2K. The modelling method
used was DFT, specifically the Gaussian and Plane Waves (GPW) method. The
electrons around each nuclei were described using Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH)
pseudopotentials, the exchange-correlation functional applied was PBE, and the
basis set used was DZVP-MOLOPT.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Distance Effects on Structural Energy
In an attempt to gain a thorough understanding of how the distance between
the Ag+ and Cl- ions effects structural energy, twenty different Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
structures were created with varying Ag-Cl distances (see Appendix B, Schemes 3.13.20). The smallest distance achieved was 4.89 Å as Ag+ and Cl- were bound to the
surface via neighbouring Cd-Se atoms. Since the diameter of the bare CdSe QD is
approximately 18 Å, the largest distance obtainable was 18.77 Å as Ag+ and Cl- were
bound to the surface on opposite ends of the structure.
Figure 3.1 contains the formation energy data calculated by using the
interstitial doping chemical reaction equation:
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl

(Eqn. 3.1)

All twenty structures have negative formation energy values which was expected
based on the data outlined in Chapter 2. The general trend amongst the data is that
as the distance between Ag+ and Cl- increases, the formation energy becomes less
negative (see Appendix B, Table 3.1). A linear line of best fit was added to Figure 3.1
and the reported coefficient of determination (R2) value is 0.4558. A factor impacting
the R2 value is the wide spread of formation energies for structures with similar AgCl distances. For example, four doped structures were created with Ag-Cl distances
between 8.81-8.97 Å. After optimization, one of the structures has a formation energy
that is roughly 1.05 eV more positive than the other three. Also, two structures with
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similar Ag-Cl distances of 11.72 Å and 12.43 Å have a formation energy difference of
almost 0.7 eV.

Formation Energy as a Function of Ag-Cl Distance
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Figure 3.1: Formation energy, ΔE, values (eV) at 0 K for twenty interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
QD’s with varying Ag-Cl distances (Å).

3.3.2 Distance Effects on the HOMO-LUMO Gap
Before completing an in-depth analysis of the twenty HOMO-LUMO gaps, it
was expected as before that the structures with the most negative formation energy
have the largest gaps and those with the least negative formation energy have the
smallest. Figure 3.2 displays the relationship between the Ag-Cl distances and the
HOMO-LUMO gaps which coincides with our expectations; the structures with the
smallest Ag-Cl distance have the largest gaps and the ones with the largest distances
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have the smallest gaps (see Appendix B, Table 3.1). A linear line of best fit was added
to Figure 3.2 and the reported coefficient of determination (R2) value is 0.6025. As
mentioned in the previous section, the R2 value is a reflection of the broad range of
results for structures with similar Ag-Cl distances. The two structures with the AgCl distances of 11.72 Å and 12.43 Å with the formation energy difference of almost
0.7 eV have gap values of 1.1 eV and 1.6 eV, respectively.

HOMO-LUMO Gap as a function of Ag-Cl Distance
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Figure 3.2: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 0 K for twenty interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s
with varying Ag-Cl distances (Å).
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3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the objective of this chapter was successfully met as it was
proven that the Ag-Cl distance does play a role in altering the properties of the
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD at 0 K. It was determined that structures with smaller Ag-Cl
distances are more energetically favourable than the ones with larger distances, and
that Ag-Cl distance and HOMO-LUMO gap value have an inversely proportional
relationship. It is not yet fully understood why or how the distance between Ag+ and
Cl- is effecting the QD’s properties. For all twenty structures analyzed, the base
Cd59AgSe50Ac18 QD is exactly the same. The only changing factor is the locations of
the Ag+ and Cl- ions, therefore it is quite clear that further theoretical work is needed
in order to understand this specific aspect of impurity doping in CdSe QD’s.
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Chapter 4: Temperature Impact on the Doped CdSe Quantum Dot
4.1 Research Objectives
The main objective of this chapter is to incorporate a temperature factor into
the CdSe QD system and to investigate how the structural energy and HOMO-LUMO
gap is impacted. All previous portions of this thesis were conducted at 0 K, or absolute
zero, where it is understood that entropy is zero as all molecular motion has been
halted. Taking a step towards practical experimental conditions, numerous
structures from Chapter 2 will be chosen to have their temperatures raised to 333 K;
a value chosen based on the Ag+ doping procedure outlined by Norris et al. (2012).

4.2 Computational Method
Since temperature was applied to the systems, the modelling method
specifically utilized in this chapter was Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
(BOMD). All electronic structure calculations were performed at 333 K through the
quantum chemistry software package, CP2K. The electrons around each nuclei were
described using Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials, the exchangecorrelation functional applied was PBE, and the basis set used was DZVP-MOLOPT.
The time step applied to each system was 0.5 fs per step and each structure was run
for 9585 fs to ensure enough data points could be collected for a detailed analysis of
the HOMO-LUMO gaps and structural energy values.
The visualization software packed used was ChemCraft which displayed 3dimensional images of the CdSe QD’s as well as the distances between any selected
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atoms. Through ChemCraft, the CdSe structure can be viewed and investigated at
each time step.

4.3 Results and Discussion
Ten out of the twenty structures presented in Chapter 2 were chosen to have
their temperatures raised to 333 K. Four structures were chosen for having the
smallest Ag-Cl distances at 0 K (see Appendix C, Schemes 4.1-4.4), two were chosen
for having the largest Ag-Cl distances at 0 K (see Appendix C, Schemes 4.5-4.6), and
four were chosen because of their wide spread in results at 0 K for similar Ag-Cl
distances (see Appendix C, Schemes 4.7-4.10).
At first, the temperature was initially set for 333 K. However, upon inspection
of the structures in CP2K it was discovered that the temperature was too high and
atoms were ejecting out of the crystal lattice. To overcome this issue, the structures
were run in a “temperature work-up” approach starting with 50 K and with a
temperature increase of 50 K until 333 K was reached. This method proved successful
as all atoms stayed intact until the final step of 9585 fs was achieved.

4.3.1 Temperature Impact on Ag-Cl Distance
After optimization at 333 K, it was noted that some of the Ag-Cl distances for
the ten chosen structures had changed. Since the calculations performed at 333 K are
of “never-ending” type, the Ag-Cl distances at 9000 fs were chosen to be compared to
the distances at 0 K. After roughly 1000 fs the data leveled out (see Appendix C,
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Figure 4.5) and stayed level with no dramatic increase or decrease well beyond the
9000 fs mark. The 9000 fs mark was chosen because the structures had been running
at 333 K for close to 8000 fs with no dramatic change in the structural energy values.
Table 4.1 contains the Ag-Cl distances for the ten doped structures at 0 K as well at
333 K, at the 9000 fs mark. Some major changes observed were an increase from 5.21
Å to 10.68 Å and a decrease from 18.77 Å to 13.20 Å. All other changes were noted as
minor as they differed by 1 Å or less.

Structure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ag-Cl Distance (Å) at 0 K
4.89
5.21
5.44
6.40
17.78
18.77
8.88
8.97
11.43
11.72

Ag-Cl Distance (Å) at 333
K, at 9000 fs
4.94
10.68
5.31
7.09
16.76
13.20
8.21
8.52
11.43
11.97

Table 4.1: Ag-Cl distances (Å) for ten interstitially doped CdSe QD’s at 0 K and 333 K.

4.3.2 Temperature Impact on Structural Energy
With the new factor of temperature added to the ten structures, it was expected
that there be some variation in the structural energy results when compared to the
results presented previously at 0 K. Figure 3.1 from Chapter 3 demonstrated that as
the Ag-Cl distance decreased, the formation energy became more negative. Figure 4.1
contains the structural energy values at 333 K for ten doped structures as well as the
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undoped QD over a time period of 1900 fs. As expected, all ten doped structural energy
values are more negative than the undoped structure, however, the trend outlined in
Figure 3.1 regarding Ag-Cl distance and structural energy is not evident. The QD
with the largest Ag-Cl distance of 16.76 Å at 9000 fs is one of the most stable
structures within the data set, and the QD with an Ag-Cl distance of only 8.52 Å at
9000 fs is the least stable.
Structural Energies at 333 K of Ten Interstitially Doped CdSe
QD's as a function of Time

-110434
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8180
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13.20
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-110437
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-110438
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-110439

CdSe +
AgCl

-110440

Figure 4.1: Structural energy values (eV) at 333 K for the undoped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD and ten
interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s with varying Ag-Cl distances (Å).
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In order to visualize the presence and absence of trends more clearly, separate
figures were created containing data for selected structures. Figure 4.2 contains the
formation energy data at 333 K for the structures with the two smallest Ag-Cl
distances and the two largest Ag-Cl distances. The linear trend observed in Chapter
3 at 0 K is no longer present at 333 K. Although the formation energy for the smallest
Ag-Cl distance is the most negative, the second smallest distance is the most positive
in this data set. Also, the formation energy for the structure with the Ag-Cl distance
at 16.76 Å is more negative than the smaller distance of 13.20 Å.
Formation Energies at 333 K of Four Interstitially Doped Structures
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
0
7680

Time (fs)
8180
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-4
-4.5
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Figure 4.2: Formation energy, ΔE, values (eV) at 333 K for four interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
QD’s with Ag-Cl distances of 4.94 Å, 5.31 Å, 16.76 Å, and 13.20 Å.
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Figure 4.3 contains the formation energy values at 333 K for four structures with AgCl distances of 8.21 Å, 8.52 Å, 11.43 Å, and 11.97 Å. These four structures also do not
demonstrate the linear trend observed at 0 K since both structures with larger Ag-Cl
distances are more energetically favourable. However, if comparing the structures
with an approximate Ag-Cl distance of 8 Å together and the two with an approximate
distance of 11 Å together, the structures with the smaller Ag-Cl distance are more
energetically favourable.
Formation Energies for Four Interstitially Doped Structures
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
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Figure 4.3: Formation energy, ΔE, values (eV) at 333 K for four interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
QD’s with Ag-Cl distances of 8.21 Å, 8.52 Å, 11.43 Å, and 11.97 Å.
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4.3.3 Temperature Impact on the HOMO-LUMO Gap
After incorporation of the temperature factor it was still expected, as it was for
the 0 K case, that there be a shift in the HOMO-LUMO gap upon doping. Since the
structural energies at 333 K did not follow a linear fashion as they did at 0 K, it was
predicted that these HOMO-LUMO gaps would not follow a linear trend as well. It
was however expected that the structures with the lowest energies have the largest
HOMO-LUMO gaps and the ones with the highest energies have the smallest gaps.
Figure 4.4 contains the HOMO-LUMO gap data for the ten doped structures as well
as the undoped structure over the same time period of 1900 fs. There is no trend
observed as the structures with Ag-Cl distances of 4.94 Å and 8.21 Å have the largest
HOMO-LUMO gaps, and the structures with Ag-Cl distances of 8.52 Å, 11.43 Å, and
11.97 Å have the smallest gaps. The inversely proportional trend of structural energy
and HOMO-LUMO gap is observed but only for some structures. The structure with
the lowest energy (Ag-Cl distance of 4.94 Å) does in fact have one of the largest gaps,
however the other structure with the largest gap (Ag-Cl distance of 8.21 Å) cannot
even be considered in the top five out of ten most energetically favourable structures.
The structure with the highest energy (Ag-Cl distance of 8.52 Å) has at times the
smallest HOMO-LUMO gap, however the other two structures with the smallest gaps
(Ag-Cl distances of 11.43 Å and 11.97 Å) are considered in the top five out ten most
energetically favourable structures.
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HOMO-LUMO Gaps at 333 K of Ten Interstitially Doped CdSe QD's as
a function of Time
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Figure 4.4: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 333 K for the undoped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD and ten
interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s with varying Ag-Cl distances (Å).

4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the objective of this chapter was successfully met as it was
determined that temperature does play a role in altering the structural energy and
HOMO-LUMO gap of ten interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s. However,
unlike the data presented for the 0 K case, there were no definitive trends in both the
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structural energy and HOMO-LUMO gap values for the ten structures run at 333 K.
Nevertheless, all ten doped structures were more energetically favourable than the
undoped counterpart, and there was an observed shift in the HOMO-LUMO gap
values upon doping at 333 K. Based on these results alone, it cannot be said with
confidence that the properties of the Cd59Se50Ac18 QD can be fine-tuned at 333 K by
controlling the location of the added AgCl atoms.
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Chapter 5: Significance and Future Work
5.1 Summary
The objectives of this thesis project were to gain an understanding of which
doping style the CdSe QD undergoes when lightly doped and to investigate how the
properties of the CdSe QD are affected by the addition of a single Ag+ impurity ion.
DFT calculations were carried out for both cases of interstitial and
substitutional doping and the formation energies of all the structures were
determined. Since the formation energies for the interstitial cases were negative and
the substitutional ones positive, it was concluded that CdSe QD’s must be undergoing
interstitial doping when only a few Ag+ ions are introduced. Three separate dopant
sites were investigated and the most probable location for the Ag+ ion was determined
to be on the surface of the CdSe lattice.
The Ag+ ion was introduced into the QD system via the addition of AgCl. Upon
dissociation, the chlorine atom adopts a formal negative charge and, like the Ag+ ion,
will bind to the surface of the QD. DFT calculations were performed at 0 K on twenty
CdSe QD’s with varying Ag-Cl distances. It was determined that structures with
smaller Ag-Cl distances were more energetically favourable than the ones with larger
distances, and that Ag-Cl distance and HOMO-LUMO gap value had an inversely
proportional relationship.
The final portion of this thesis involved adding a temperature factor to ten of
the twenty structures outlined in the previous section. AIMD calculations were
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performed at 333 K and no definitive trends in both the structural energy and HOMOLUMO gap values for the ten structures was observed.
Regardless of whether the structures were run at 0 K or 333 K, all the doped
structures were more energetically favourable than the undoped counterpart. A shift
in the HOMO-LUMO gap was also observed for all the reported Ag-Cl distances
although it seemed unlikely to be able to control the gap at 333 K. These results
coincide with the literature as it is known that doping increases the structural
stability and is a successful method for altering the properties of CdSe QD’s.

5.2 Significance of Research
Quantum dots are a remarkable nano-sized material as they have the ability
to emit photons of various wavelengths when subjected to light of sufficient energy.
The colour of light a QD will release is directly related to the size of its HOMO-LUMO
gap which today can be fine-tuned at the hands of scientists. Electronic impurity
doping is a method used to control and enhance the most desirable properties of a QD
by either providing extra electrons or extra holes. Previously published work has
successfully investigated the heavily doped limit however the investigation of lightly
doping appears somewhat difficult. Norris et al. stated that lightly doping a CdSe QD
with Ag+ ions resulted in a dramatic enhancement in properties, however, due to the
low concentration of Ag+, it was impossible to determine the location of the dopants.
The objective of this thesis project is to help solve the missing pieces associated with
lightly doping CdSe QD’s. Gaining an understanding of where the dopant atoms
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reside and what factors influence the production of light will be key features in the
construction of highly efficient quantum dots.

5.3 Future Work
Although there was a prominent trend in data for the structures at 0 K, there
were no trends observed at 333 K for both the structural energies and HOMO-LUMO
gaps. It would be interesting to see if any trends were evident at temperature values
of 100 K, 273 K, and 300 K. Collectively with data for 5 different temperatures, it
may be possible to determine at which temperature the trends begin to disappear.
For simplicity reasons, only one Ag+ ion was added to the Cd59Se50Ac18 lattice
in this thesis project. It would be beneficial to run additional simulations at 0 K and
above with QD’s that have been doped with more than one silver ion. Norris et al.
reported that approximately 2 silver ions per QD caused the greatest enhancement
in fluorescence compared to 0, 4, and 12 silver ions per QD. It would also be helpful
to be able to create fluorescence-like spectra from the computational results in order
to perform a side by side comparison to experimental data.
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Chapter 6: Additional Side Projects
6.1 An Introduction to Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance
When a metallic nanoparticle is subjected to an electromagnetic field of
incoming radiation a dipole is formed amongst its movable elementary charges. 108 A
restoring force within the nanoparticle attempts to counterbalance the dipole
resulting in the oscillation of conduction electrons located at the interface between
the metallic nanoparticle and its embedding medium.108,109 The term localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) signifies the elementary excitations occurring on the
surface of the metal nanoparticle. The resonance behaviour will determine the optical
properties110 which can be influenced by parameters such as the surrounding
dielectric medium,111 and the shape, size, and material of the nanoparticle.108 Figure
6.1 illustrates the formation of a dipole and shows the electron cloud for a sphere and
a rod oscillating up and down as a result of the alternating electric field.

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of (a) oscillating electron cloud for a sphere, and (b) longitudinal
and transverse oscillation of electrons for a nanorod.112

As shown in Figure 6.1(a), a sphere is perfectly symmetrical around its center so a
nanosphere will have only one unique plasmon resonance wavelength. As outlined in
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Figure 6.1(b), since a nanorod is not symmetric around its center it will have two
plasmon resonance wavelengths, one for the longitudinal oscillation of electrons and
one for the transverse oscillation of electrons.
6.1.1 Gold Plasmonics
A popular material in the emerging field of plasmonics is gold (Au) due to its
exceptional catalytic abilities and unique optical properties. The plasmonic resonance
for Au is conveniently located within the visible spectrum at a wavelength around
530 nm and can be tuned into the near-infrared portion of the spectrum by altering
the nanoparticle shape and size,113,114 as shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Gold plasmonic resonance red-shifting as a result of changing the nanoparticle (a) size,
ranging from 20 nm to 400 nm, and (b) shape, where the red line represents a spherical nanoparticle
and the blue line represents an urchin-shaped nanoparticle.114

6.2 Research Objectives
The main objective of this project is to model plasmonic resonance spectra for
metal shapes embedded in water. The specialized Matlab modelling toolbox allows
users to see how the alteration of different parameters effects the resonance spectra.
The systems to be studied are single Au nanospheres and multiple Au nanospheres
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placed in a row. The parameters to be investigated are the diameter of the sphere and
the spacing between spheres.

6.3 Computational Method
A Matlab toolbox titled “Metal Nanoparticle Boundary Element Method”
(MNPBEM) was, as its name suggests, created for the simulation of the
electromagnetic properties of metal nanoparticles utilizing the boundary element
method.110,115 The purpose of the toolbox is to solve Maxwell’s equations for objects
with homogeneous and isotropic dielectric functions that are embedded in a dielectric
medium.116 The toolbox allows for the user to input parameters such as particle size,
dielectric functions, the number of vertices for surface discretization, and the photon
energies. Depending on the purpose of the simulations, users can obtain a variety of
output data from extinction and scattering cross sectional plots, to computational
images of the charges on the particle’s surface. Figure 6.3 contained two Au spheres
with a generated mesh on their surfaces where the number of vertices was inputted
by the user.

Figure 6.3: Image of two gold spheres created by the MNPBEM toolbox
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6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 LSPR for a Single Gold Sphere
Beginning with a straightforward simulation of a single nanosphere, the
dielectric functions for gold and water were input into the MNPBEM code. To
investigate the effect that size has on the plasmonic resonance, a total of twelve
simulations were run as the diameter of the sphere was increased from 5 nm to 115
nm, in 10 nm increments (see Appendix D, Figures 6.8-6.19 and Table 6.1). Figure
6.4 contains all of the resonance wavelengths plotted against the gold nanoparticle
diameter, in units of nanometers. As stated previously, Figure 6.4 illustrates that the
plasmonic resonance for a Au nanosphere begins around 530 nm and will begin to
redshift as the size is altered. An exponential line of best fit was added with an R2
value of 0.9786, which indicates that the data fits an exponential trend quite well.
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Figure 6.4: LSPR data obtained from the MNPBEM toolbox for a gold nanosphere with a diameter
ranging from 5 nm to 115 nm, in 10 nm increments.
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6.4.2 Modelling of Two Side By Side Gold Spheres
Two Au nanospheres with diameters of 65 nm were embedded in water to
investigate the impact that sphere spacing has on the LSPR. Starting with a spacing
distance of 0.01 nm, the spheres were eventually pulled apart to a distance of 150 nm.
It was proposed that when another sphere is introduced into the embedding medium
the original sphere should be able to “feel” the newly added sphere and the interaction
be evident in the plasmonic resonance data. Figure 6.5 displays spectra for two
different spacing distances of 0.01 nm and 0.1nm. Unlike the single sphere case, two
resonance peaks are present at the very small distances. Since the two spheres are
so close together they can be viewed as a single elongated structure and the two peaks
are likely a result of the transverse and longitudinal oscillation of electrons. As
outlined in Figure 6.1, transverse oscillations occur along the diameter of the
nanoparticle and longitudinal oscillations occur along the length. The transverse
resonance peak is located at a lower wavelength/higher energy because the positive
and negative regions created during oscillation are much closer together and take
more energy to separate.

Figure 6.5: Transverse and longitudinal peaks for two gold spheres embedded in water with spacing
distances of (a) 0.01 nm, and (b) 0.1 nm.
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Since the diameters of the two spheres remain at 65 nm, the transverse peak
is unaffected. Figure 6.6 contains the longitudinal resonance peak locations for 25
different spacing distances for the two Au spheres. For reference, the resonance
wavelength of 541.8 nm for a single Au sphere with a diameter of 65 nm was added
into Figure 6.6 as well. At very close spacing, the two spheres are acting like a rod
and displaying two separate peaks. As you pull the two spheres apart, the two peaks
merge into one as eventually it gets to a point where the two spheres do not feel the
effects of one another anymore. This is the point where the two lines in Figure 6.6
meet. This data suggests that for a spacing distance of 70 nm and greater, the spheres
are two independent structures and the spectra displays only a single resonance
wavelength at approximately 541.8 nm (see Appendix D, Figures 6.20-6.42).
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Figure 6.6: Longitudinal peak locations for two spheres as a function of the distance between them
(), and the peak location for a single sphere with a diameter of 65 nm (grey line).
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6.4.3 Modelling of Three Gold Spheres in a Row
Three Au spheres were placed side by side in water at equal distances apart to
investigate the LSPR for a rod-like structure. Separated by 0.1 nm, the diameters of
the three Au spheres were increased from 35nm to 75 nm, in 5 nm increments (see
Appendix D, Figures 6.43-6.51). It was expected that there be two resonance peaks
present in the spectra for the longitudinal and transverse oscillations, and that the
longitudinal wavelength red-shift more rapidly than the transverse one. Since each
sphere was increased by 5nm, the entire length of the elongated structure was
increased by 15 nm, while the width increased by only 5 nm. It was also expected that
the longitudinal peak be present at a larger wavelength than the transverse one.
Figure 6.7 contains the peak locations for both the transverse and longitudinal
oscillations. Linear lines of best fit were added for each resonance peak and based on
the slopes it can be said with certainty that the longitudinal resonance peak is in fact
red-shifting at a larger wavelength more rapidly than the transverse one.
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Figure 6.7: Transverse (grey) and longitudinal (black) peak location for three gold spheres in a row,
with spacing distances of 0.1 nm.
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6.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, this side project on plasmonics is considered a success as the
MNPBEM toolbox was used to accurately simulate LSPR for single Au spheres and
multiple Au spheres in a row. For the single Au sphere, the results coincided with
previously published data114 since for the smallest diameter the plasmonic resonance
was around 530 nm. Furthermore, as the diameter was increased, the wavelength for
the resonance red-shifted because the positive and negative regions created during
oscillation were becoming farther apart. For the cases of the two spheres and three
spheres placed side by side, it was noted there were two resonance peaks present in
the spectra. This was due to the fact that the spheres were aligned creating a rod-like
figure. As mentioned in Figure 6.1, rods display one resonance peak for the
longitudinal oscillation of electrons and one for the transverse oscillation of electrons.
Future work for this project could involve the simulation of different sized rods made
from various metals. As the shapes to be studied become more complex, the coding
involved does so as well and therefore some time may have to be spent learning the
language used within the MNPBEM toolbox.
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Appendix A

Supplementary information for Chapter 2: Fundamental Structure of CdSe Crystal
Lattice

Cd59Se50+18 + 18C2H3O2- → Cd59Se50Ac18
Structure
Energy (eV)
+18
Cd59Se50
-86 518
C2H3O2 or (Ac )
-1 232
Cd59Se50Ac18
-109 002
Table 2.1: Structural energy values (eV) at 0 K for the bare Cd59Se50+18 QD, an
acetate ion, and the capped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD.

Scheme 2.3: Minimum energy structure of Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl at 0 K, Ag+ in surface
location.
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Scheme 2.4: Minimum energy structure of Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl at 0 K, Ag+ in midway
lattice location.

Scheme 2.5: Minimum energy structure of Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl at 0 K, Ag+ in core
lattice location.
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Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
Structure
Energy (eV)
Cd59Se50Ac18
-109 002
AgCl
-1 414
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (surface site)
-110 418
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (midway site)
-110 417
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (core site)
-110 417
Table 2.2: Structural energy values (eV) at 0 K for interstitial doping of
Cd59Se50Ac18 QD with Ag+ through the addition of AgCl.

Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
Structure
Gap (eV)
Cd59Se50Ac18
1.84
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (surface site)
1.61
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (midway site)
1.28
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (core site)
1.30
Table 2.3: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 0 K for undoped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD and
three interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s.

Scheme 2.6: Two minimum energy Cd58AgSe50Ac17 structures at 0 K, where Ag+ was
substituted in at two different locations at the core of the lattice.
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Scheme 2.7: Minimum energy Cd58AgSe50Ac17 structure at 0 K, where Ag+ was
substituted in at a midway location in the lattice.

Scheme 2.8: Three minimum energy Cd58AgSe50Ac17 structures at 0 K, where Ag+
was substituted in at three different locations at the surface.
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Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd58AgSe50Ac17 + Cd2+ + Ac- + ClStructure
Energy (eV)
Cd59Se50Ac18
-109 002
AgCl
-1 414
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
-110 391
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
-110 391
Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (midway site)
-110 391
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
-110 392
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
-110 391
(c) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
-110 391
2+
Cd
-1 227
Ac-1 232
Cl
-409
Table 2.4: Structural energy values (eV) at 0 K for substitutional doping of
Cd59Se50Ac18 QD with Ag+ through the addition of AgCl.

Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd58AgSe50Ac17 + Cd2+ + Ac- + ClStructure
Gap (eV)
Cd59Se50Ac18
1.84
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
1.55
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
1.37
Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (midway site)
1.15
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
1.84
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
1.67
(c) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
1.36
Table 2.5: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) at 0 K for undoped Cd59Se50Ac18 QD and
six substitutionally doped Cd58AgSe50Ac17 QD’s.
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Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl
Product
Formation Energy, ΔE (eV)
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (surface site)
-1.89
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (midway site)
-1.18
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl (core site)
-1.20
Cd59Se50Ac18 + AgCl → Cd58AgSe50Ac17 + Cd2+ + Ac- + ClProduct
Formation Energy, ΔE (eV)
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
+25.30
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (core site)
+25.46
Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (midway site)
+25.59
(a) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
+24.58
(b) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
+24.95
(c) Cd58AgSe50Ac17 (surface site)
+25.23
Table 2.6: Formation energy values (eV) at 0 K for three interstitially doped
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s and six substitutionally doped Cd58AgSe50Ac17 QD’s.

Formation Energy, ΔE (eV)
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Figure 2.6: Formation energy, ΔE, values (eV) for three interstitial doping cases ()
and six substitutional doping cases ().
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Appendix B

Supplementary information for Chapter 3: Influence of Ag-Cl Distance on the Doped
CdSe Quantum Dot

Scheme 3.1: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
4.89 Å.

Scheme 3.2: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
5.21 Å.
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Scheme 3.3: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
5.44 Å.

Scheme 3.4: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
6.40 Å.
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Scheme 3.5: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.81 Å.

Scheme 3.6: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.88 Å.
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Scheme 3.7: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.96 Å.

Scheme 3.8: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.97 Å.
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Scheme 3.9: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
11.12 Å.

Scheme 3.10: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
11.43 Å.
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Scheme 3.11: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
11.72 Å.

Scheme 3.12: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
12.43 Å.
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Scheme 3.13: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
12.58 Å.

Scheme 3.14: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
13.99 Å.
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Scheme 3.15: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
14.35 Å.

Scheme 3.16: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
15.48 Å.
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Scheme 3.17: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
16.19 Å.

Scheme 3.18: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
16.98 Å.
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Scheme 3.19: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
17.78 Å.

Scheme 3.20: Minimum energy Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 0 K, Ag-Cl distance of
18.77 Å.
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Formation Energy

HOMO-LUMO

Structure

Ag-Cl Distance (Å)

(eV)

Gap (eV)

1

4.89

-1.70

1.78

2

5.21

-1.69

1.76

3

5.44

-1.19

1.69

4

6.40

-1.02

1.56

5

8.81

-1.30

1.51

6

8.88

-1.28

1.50

7

8.96

-1.29

1.41

8

8.97

-0.24

1.23

9

11.12

-1.08

1.22

10

11.43

-0.77

1.14

11

11.72

-0.50

1.10

12

12.43

-1.17

1.60

13

12.58

-0.99

1.38

14

13.99

-0.79

1.04

15

14.35

-1.17

1.50

16

15.48

-1.09

1.11

17

16.19

-0.75

1.12

18

16.98

-0.52

1.20

19

17.78

-0.47

1.14

20

18.77

-0.09

1.08

Table 3.1 Ag-Cl distances (Å), formation energy (eV) values, and HOMO-LUMO gap
(eV) values for twenty interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD’s.
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Appendix C

Supplementary information for Chapter 4: Temperature Impacts on the Doped
CdSe Quantum Dot

HOMO-LUMO Gaps at 333 K of an Interstitially Doped
Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD
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0
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Figure 4.5: HOMO-LUMO gap values (eV) as a function of time (fs) at 333 K for an
interstitially doped Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl QD.
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Scheme 4.1: Structure 1 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
4.94 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.

Scheme 4.2: Structure 2 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
10.68 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.
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Scheme 4.3: Structure 3 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
5.31 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.

Scheme 4.4: Structure 4 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
7.09 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.
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Scheme 4.5: Structure 5 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
16.76 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.

Scheme 4.6: Structure 6 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
13.20 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.
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Scheme 4.7: Structure 7 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.21 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.

Scheme 4.8: Structure 8 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
8.52 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.
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Scheme 4.9: Structure 9 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
11.43 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.

Scheme 4.10: Structure 10 - Cd59AgSe50Ac18Cl structure at 333 K, Ag-Cl distance of
11.97 Å at 333 K and 9000 fs.
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Appendix D

Supplementary information for Chapter 6: Additional Side Projects

Figure 6.8: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=5 nm

Figure 6.9: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=15 nm
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Figure 6.10: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=25 nm

Figure 6.11: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=35 nm

Figure 6.12: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=45 nm
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Figure 6.13: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=55 nm

Figure 6.14: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=65 nm

Figure 6.15: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=75 nm
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Figure 6.16: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=85 nm

Figure 6.17: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=95 nm

Figure 6.18: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=105 nm
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Figure 6.19: Scattering cross section plot for gold sphere, d=115 nm

Au Nanosphere Diameter (nm)
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105
115

Peak Location (nm)
526.6
534.2
534.2
534.2
534.2
541.8
541.8
549.4
557.0
572.2
579.7
587.3

Table 6.1: Peak Location Values (nm) as a function of Gold Nanosphere Diameter.
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Figure 6.20: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 0.3 nm

Figure 6.21: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 0.5 nm

Figure 6.22: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 0.7 nm
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Figure 6.23: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 1 nm

Figure 6.24: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 1.5 nm

Figure 6.25: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 2 nm
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Figure 6.26: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 3 nm

Figure 6.27: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 4 nm

Figure 6.28: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 5 nm
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Figure 6.29: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 6 nm

Figure 6.30: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 7 nm

Figure 6.31: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 8 nm
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Figure 6.32: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 9 nm

Figure 6.33: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 10 nm

Figure 6.34: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 15 nm
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Figure 6.35: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 20 nm

Figure 6.36: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 25 nm

Figure 6.37: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 30 nm
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Figure 6.38: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 35 nm

Figure 6.39: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 70 nm

Figure 6.40: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 80 nm
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Figure 6.41: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 100 nm

Figure 6.42: Scattering cross section plot for two gold spheres, spacing = 150 nm

Figure 6.43: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=35 nm
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Figure 6.44: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=40 nm

Figure 6.45: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=45 nm

Figure 6.46: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=50 nm
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Figure 6.47: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=55 nm

Figure 6.48: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=60 nm

Figure 6.49: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=65 nm
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Figure 6.50: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=70 nm

Figure 6.51: Scattering cross section plot for three gold spheres, d=75 nm
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